
IO Integration (IOI) is a leading global provider of 

marketing technology and digital media workflow 

solutions for retailers, agencies, publishers, and enterprise 

marcom organizations. Our cloud-based and onsite 

solutions centralize and automate the processes of 

producing, managing, sharing, and publishing digital media 

and marketing communications.

As the world’s leading integrator of 400+ North Plains’ 

Xinet digital asset management (DAM) solutions, 

IOI offers a set of workflow-centric applications that 

complement and extend Xinet functionality. All IOI 

Toolbox applications run on the Xinet open architecture 

and feature easy-to-use interfaces, seamless integration 

into existing sites and processes, and built-in security to 

protect sensitive data.

IOI’s development team has decades of experience in 

creative workflow automation and production. With IOI 

Toolbox, the team has designed an enterprise-grade, ever-

evolving set of tools and plug-ins that enhance system 

administration, data integrity, and collaboration on Xinet 

systems. 

All IOI Toolbox applications are sold individually or may 

be purchased together as a customized package. Request 

a demo <link to demo page> today to see how you can 

maximize your DAM investment with IOI Toolbox.

Secure User Administration and Data 

Integrity Tools
This set of IOI Toolbox applications helps administrators 

efficiently manage user permissions and control access to 

content. They also provide the foundation for continuously 

clean, stable metadata sets throughout the workflow. 

By defining business rules and logic, you can ensure 

clean metadata population in the database, accurate 

datasets, and more intuitive and effective searches. 

Achieve unparalleled security as well as data integrity and 

continuity—and save your organization significant time and 

money. It includes:

Access 

The Access application sits in front of Xinet and gives site 

administrators a powerful set of tools for managing users. 

Ideal for organizations with many users and/or frequent 

user changes, Access helps administrators easily control 

which content can be viewed based on group access levels 

and privileges, and supports a one- or two-tiered approval 

process. User administration can be passed directly to 

your customers through email and rich GUI management. 

Users can request site access, and credentials can be set 

to expire in a specific time frame, while administrators 

can approve, extend, expire, and renew access. The 

administration GUI and emails generated throughout 

the authentication process dramatically simplify user 

management.

Filter 

With the Filter application, administrators can control 

content access at the individual and group level based on 

file, folder name, status, or metadata filters.
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Flex Search 

Now built in Ext JS, the Flex Search application enables 

administrators to apply strict business rules though Batch 

Apply and Image Info for effective search capabilities. 

Easily create custom, flexible searches that support 

strict criteria within a fluid search interface. Mask the 

complexity of creating custom searches while using 

hierarchical, relationship-based data. Flex Search fully 

supports all the rich new search features available on Xinet 

17, and information now presents in the mview metadata 

panel to support the new look and feel of Xinet Portal 4.

Flex Search is cross-browser compatible with the latest 

versions, and it’s tablet friendly.

File Uploader 

This Flex-based application offers a quick, easy, and secure 

way to upload files and apply metadata via the web—no 

need to create an applet or install software. 

Collaboration Tools
This set of IOI applications streamlines the flow and 

sharing of Xinet assets between users, enables branded 

interfaces, and automates file download formats for quick 

re-use. It includes:

Filestyle Download 

The Filestyle Download application enables you to 

click once to easily download and repurpose assets at 

a set resolution or aspect ratio for web or presentation 

graphics. With the latest release, you can also click once to 

download a specific page of a high-res InDesign, Microsoft 

Office, or other document and see it as a JPG preview. In 

addition, the application now offers support for PNG as 

well as GIF, JPG, and EPS formats.

Image Mail 

Image Mail, now built in Ext JS, is the most popular IOI 

Toolbox application. It enables users to securely email 

direct links to individual assets or groups of assets for 

quick review or download by others without DAM volume 

access, potentially eliminating the need for an FTP server. 

Individual files or entire Virtual DAMs can be downloaded 

directly from email if the user doesn’t want to browse the 

VDAM for assets.

ImageMail is cross-browser compatible with the latest 

versions, and it’s tablet friendly.

Analytics

The new IOI Toolbox Analytics application makes Xinet 

monitoring and reporting easier than ever. Offering a full-

featured set of reporting tools in a user-friendly interface, 

Analytics gives systems administrators everything they 

need to monitor their Xinet DAM system’s usage. Now, 

administrators can easily collect usage data on assets, 

individuals and groups, run keyword reports, and perform 

search analyses. Information is displayed in interactive 

charts and graphs, and includes animated charts for 

specific types of data. Admins can also schedule the 

generation of rich graphical reports and have them 

automatically emailed along with downloadable .csv files.

Transition

Transition is a site that gives users an alternate starting 

point for branding Xinet Portal 4 sites, making it easy to 

move from IG Templates to Portal 4.02 templates. The 

template includes a traditional top navigation bar, a basket 

preview window, a quick search element in the header, 

the ability to customize asset preview sizes as needed, 

improved layout of the powerful new filters, and much 

more. Transition is cross-browser compatible with the 

latest versions, and it’s tablet friendly.

For more information

For more information or to schedule a demo of IOI Toolbox 

or other IOI technology solutions, please visit www.

iointegration.com/ioitools or call (408) 996-3420.

For more information, go to iointegration.com, email sales@iointegration.com, or request a demo at iointegration.com/demo.
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